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In the XIXth and (most of) the XXth centuries scientific progress   
often came from brilliant individuals formulating and testing new 
hypotheses from data accumulated using relatively modest means



  

 In the Big Science era such prima donna science is outmoded.              
 Progress follows from large-scale, team-based implementation of         
 forefront technology according to pre-agreed Road Maps.



  

Or maybe the availability of resources will produce 
a ratio of creative brainpower to maintenance cost 
which leads down an evolutionary dead-end 



  



  

Fundamentalist physics

            or..

Butterfly collecting



  



  



  



  



  

Observatories      vs       Experiments

         (HST  or SDSS)                            (ATLAS or WMAP)

       Designed for general tasks             Optimised for a single task

     Serves a diverse community          Serves a coherent community

  Program built through proposals            Program set at design

         Many teams of all sizes                           A single team

      Many results unanticipated                  Main results “planned”

     Synthetic/astrophysics skills           Analytic/data-process.  skills

      Public support as a facility            Public impact through results



  

   Dark Matter   and   Dark Energy

               Both are unknown

DM affects all aspects of cosmic structure 
formation and may be detectable directly, 
indirectly, or at accelerators

DE (apparently) affects only a(t) and g(t), 
both of which are already known to fairly 
high precision              can be investigated 
only by “precision” astronomy



  

       Dangers of Dark Energy

● Inappropriate risk assessment                                                 
       --- likelihood of an “uninteresting” result                                 
        --- likelihood of limitation by unanticipated systematics  

● Overly narrow investment strategy                                         
       --- optimisation for the primary “experimental” goal                
                     elimination of ability to address other issues 

● Undermining astronomy's cultural foundation                       
       --- Division of labour/ role and power of “teams”                     
       --- Allocation of scientific credit                                                
       --- Attraction for creative young scientists                                
       --- Attraction for the general public



  

     Other dangers of Big Science
● Major emphasis on management                                               
         --- coordination of delivery from subprojects                            
          --- maintenance of motivation/schedule throughout project     
          --- marketing to peers and resource providers 

● High value placed on loyalty to project/project members        
         --- required to maintain “momentum” and motivation 

● Corporate assessment structure                                                 
         --- outsiders cannot judge individual's creative contributions    
         --- dependence on references from line managers                      
         --- production of citation “clubs”

● Long timescales                                                                              
         --- young scientists cannot obtain the independent scientific     
              results needed to promote their own careers                         
         --- advancement often based on functional contributions



  

Cultural shifts in astronomy publishing since 1975
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         What should be done?
● Recognise (and exploit) astro./H.E. cultural differences

● Design instruments to address a wide spectrum of issues

● Prioritise based on broad impact as well as primary goal

● Promote creative “secondary” science  within large projects

● Assign students such science projects, not functional work

● Assign scientific credit based on intellectual contribution

● Assign credit separately for infrastructure work

● Ensure “astro” projects enhance creativity in astrophysics

● Make high value data usefully available to all

● Give scientists, especially young ones, time to think


